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ABSTRACT 

Previous studies have shown that standard 
finite difference techniques cause numerical disper
sion and grid orientation problems when used to 
simulate enhanced recovery processes with adverse 
mobility ratios. In compositional simulation, 
numerical dispersion can diffuse sharp fluid inter
faces yielding erroneous predictions of fluid compo
sitions and corresponding errors in the velocities 
of the miscible frontal advance. Numerical disper
sion can also effect the computed locations of the 
boundaries of the regions of single-phase and two
phase flow. 

Inaccurate fluid velocities and suboptimal use 
of upstream weighting of transport terms combine to 
cause many aspects of the numerical dispersion and 
grid orientation problems. A mixed finite element 
method has been developed to obtain more accurate 
approximations to the fluid velocities. In this 
method the Darcy velocities are considered as pri
mary variables together with the total fluid pres
sure. 

Although finite element techniques are used to 
compute the more accurate fluid velocities, these 
velocities ar.e then incorporated into a more stan
dard finite difference method for the bulk of the 
simulation process. This paper presents the use of 
mixed methods in a two-dimensional finite difference 
compositional simulator to reduce problems caused by 
numerical dispersion. Comparisons are made with a 
standard finite difference simulator on problems 
involving immiscible displacement and multiple con
tact miscibility phenomena. 

I NTRODUCTI ON 

Compositional reservoir models are recelvlng 
considerable attention since they are applicable to 
enhanced recovery techniques such as CO2 injection 
into oil reservoirs and to the primary depletion or 
N2 injection into gas condensate reservoirs. These 
processes are distinct, from the mathematical model
ling point of view, since the distribution and prop
erties of the reservoir fluids depend on both 
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pressure and composition. Compositional simulators 
account for this distinction by treating the oil and 
gas phases as mUlti-component mixtures and tracking 
the compositions of the individual phases by using 
equations which describe phase equilibrium and spe
cies mass conservation. Accuracy of the recovery 
estimates produced by these models ultimately depend 
on the computed saturation, pressure, and composi
tion profiles. 

Several formulations of field scale, composi
tional simulators have appeared in the literature 
[1-6J, and the objective here is not to expand this 
list but rather to discuss the effect of the dis
cretization technique on the solution profiles. 
Most of the current formulations employ finite dif
ferences with upstream weighting to discretize the 
flow equations. Use of this discretization creates 
errors which tend to smooth sharp composition and 
saturation gradients that are expected when model
ling enhanced oil recovery processes. These errors 
are commonly referred to as numerical dispersion. 
Coats [4J has previously illustrated this effect in 
one dimension by solving a multiple contact miscible 
problem with a varying number of grid blocks. His 
results show that the location of the two-phase 
region and the miscible front, the concentration 
profiles, and the hydrocarbon recovery were all 
affected to some degree by the number of blocks used 
in different runs. 

While Coats did not offer a remedy for control
ling the numerical dispersion, several methods that 
are potentially applicable to compositional models 
have been proposed [7-8J. These techniques attempt 
to obtain a cancellation of the spatial and time 
truncation errors but their effectiveness is not 
clear for multi-dimensional problems. Nolen [1J has 
reported some success in controlling dispersion with 
the method of characteristics. 

The goal of this work is the development of a 
procedure for reducing numerical dispersion in a 
compositional setting. Our proposed scheme uses 
standard finite differences to solve a discretized 
pressure equation and then employs a type of mixed 
finite element method to solve for phase velocities. 
These velocities are used in the explicit computa
tion of the remaining composition variables. The 
mixed method velocities are considerably more 
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accurate than those produced by differencing the 
pressure in Darcy's law and exhibit a marked effect 
on the computed saturation and composition profiles. 

Our use of a mixed method is motivated by its 
success in eliminating numerical dispersion and grid 
orientation for immiscible displacement [9] and 
first-contact, miscible displacement [10, 11] prob
lems. In these settings, mixed methods have been 
used to solve for the Darcy velocity of the total 
fluid. By solving for the total velocity as one 
term, difficulties occurring in standard methods 
caused by differencing or differentiating a computed 
approximation to the pressure, and then multiplying 
by rapidly changing coefficients, were minimized. 
The total fluid velocity is a relatively smooth 
function of space, changing sharply in the neighbor
hoods of wells. This is because local changes in 
the total fluid pressure compensate for rapid vari-' 
ation in permeability, resulting in a smooth fluid 
velocity. The use of the velocity as a primary 
variable added both accuracy and robustness to the 
computations described in References 10 and 11. 

In the compositional setting several species 
are present and different phases compete for flow 
through the reservoir. The total fluid velocity is 
not sufficient to describe the flow processes, and 
phase velocities must be determined separately. In 
our methods a total velocity is first determined, 
and then finite element techniques are used to 
apportion the velocity to the separate phases with
out the use of upstream weighting. As the number of 
phases present in the reservoir changes, the rela
tive permeabi1ities may vary rapidly with the satu
rations. This rapid change in relative permeabili
ties enhances the difficulties caused by upstream 
weighting techniques. This weighting treats 
upstream flow between adjacent grid blocks with 
relative permeabi1ities 1 and 0 exactly the same as 
if the relative permeabilities were 1 and 1, hence 
forcing too much fluid to flow and diffusing sharp 
fluid interfaces. 

We shall next present the mathematical model 
which is used for our test simulations and discuss 
standard finite difference solution techniques. We 
describe the form of the mixed method used and its 
implementation. Then we present test simulations 
for both immiscible and miscible displacement with 
three hydrocarbon components and water present. The 
computational results demonstrate that the use of 
-Finite element phase velocities reduce the numerical 
dispersion of the gas saturation and composition 
profiles, maintaining sharper fluid interfaces. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

to form an overall hydrocarbon balance which is 
often used to solve for pressure: 

(3) <I> :; = - V • (po Vo + Pg Vg) + q , 

where 

(4) ex = Po So + Pg Sg . 

The phase velocities in equations (1) to (3) 
are related to the reservoir pressure by Darcy's 
law. Neglecting capillary pressure and gravity 
forces, the oil velocity is expressed as 

(5) Vo = - kk ro vp 
110 

We also assume that thermodynamic equilibrium 
exists between the hydrocarbon phases, and this 
equilibrium is expressed in a set of N constraints 
requiring that the oil and gas fugacities be equal 
for each component, 

(6) i=l, ... N. 

We have employed the Peng-Robinson equation of state 
[12] 

(7) z3 - (1 - B)Z2 - (A - 3B2 - 2B)z 

- (AB - B2 -B3) = 0 

to derive the following equation 

(8) 
f· b· 

Ron _1_ = --..!. (z - 1) - Ron(z - B) 
xi P b 

2 ~ x j aij b
1
' ___ A_ J __ Ron z + 2.414 B 

2 12 B a b z - 2.414 B 

from which the fugacity may be computed. The mathe
matical model is completed by requiring that the 
phase saturations sum to unity 

(9) So + Sg + Sw = 1 . 

FINITE DIFFERENCE REPRESENTATION 

The derivative operators in the model equations 
can be discretized by applying the usual finite 
difference analogues. The overall hydrocarbon equa
tion in two dimensions then becomes 

The mathematical model discussed here describes (10) 
the flow of N hydrocarbon species which comprise the 

(ex~+~ - ex~ .) 
<1> •• 

1,J 1 ,J 
1,J lit 

oil, gas, and water phases in porous media. The 
mass ba1 ances in the model are derived from the 
species continuity equations for each hydrocarbon 
component and water: 

(1) a(po So + P9 S9) 'zi 
<I> at 

- v • (po xi Vo + Pg Yi Vg) + qi' i=l, ... N, 

apw Sw _ 
<I> --- - - v • Pw Vw + qw • 

at 
(2) 

In several compositional formulations, it has been 
convenient to sum the N equations represented in (1) 
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vn+1 
- Po Vn+1 

_ (Po 0 i+1/2,j 
lIx 

o i-l/2,j) 

vn+1 
- Po vn+1 

(0 0 i ,j+l/2 o i,j-1/2) 
lIy 

vn+1 vn+1 
_ (P g g i+l/2,j - P9 g i-l/2,j) 

lIx 

vn+1 - P vn+1 
_ (P 9 9 i,j+l/2 9 9 i,j-l/2) + q ..• lIy 1 ,J 
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Darcy's law can be rewritten in a similar fashion to 
express the phase velocities Vo and Vg as 

( 11) Vn+1 
o i+1/2,j 

knlO+1/2,JO kn pn+1 _ p~+~ 
n ro i+1/2,j (i+1,j 1,J) 

~o i+1/2,j ~x 
and 

(12) Vn+1 
g i+1/2,j 

pn+1 _ p~+~ 
(i+1,j 1,J) 

~x 

kn kn 
i+1/2,j rg i+1/2,j 

n 
~g i+ 1/2,j 

The next step in this procedure is usually to 
substitute (11) and (12) into (1) and (10) to elimi
n~te t~e phase velocities and express the flow equa
tlons ln terms of pressure. The resulting equations 
still require the evaluation of the interblock flow 
v~riables such as relative permeability at points 
mldway between the centers of adjacent grid blocks 
as noted in (11) and (12). The spatial accuracy of 
the finite difference representation depends on the 
evaluation of the interb10ck terms via an averaging 
or upstream weighting. If these interb10ck terms do 
not change rapidly between blocks, upstream weight
ing will be fairly accurate as well as robust. 
H~weve~, one must exert care with weighting strate
gles wlth rapidly varying coefficients in (11) and 
(12). Our test results indicate the effect of dif
ferent weighting methods for these terms on the 
computed solution profiles. 

MIXED FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

In our scheme, we treat the velocities as pri
mary unknowns and use a type of mixed finite element 
method to compute the velocities at the locations on 
the cell boundaries required by (10)-(12). Through 
the finite element implementation, the values of the 
coefficie~ts from (11) and (12) are weighted in a 
manner WhlCh more accurately describes the true 
flow. This results in lower phase velocities at the 
fluid interfaces and helps to maintain a better 
frontal resolution. 

We begin our mixed method computations by 
approximating the total fluid velocity. Let 

(13) - kk ro kkrg kkrw 
AT - """1i() + ~g + Ii";"" 

denote our total fluid mobility, and define the 
total velocity by 

(14) VT = - AT V P . 

The spatial variation of the total mobility is grad
ual; as kri for one species goes to zero the others 
r~se in a compensatory fashion. A variety of tech
nlques can be used to approximate VT' including 
upstream weighting or the mixed finite element 
methods described elsewhere in some detail in Refer
ences 9-11 and 13. 

Once an approximation to VT is obtained, the 
phase velocities can be computed via finite element 
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methods in a very inexpensive fashion. For example, 
multiplying both sides of (3) by a smooth test func
tion X and integrating over the reservoir (denoted 
by n), we obtain 

(15) 
kk 

ffn Vo X dxdy = - ffn ~ro V P X dxdy 

Then, substituting (14) into (15) yields 

kk /~ 
JJ V 0 X dxdy = JJ ~ VT X dxdy 

n n T 
(16) 

We see that the phase velocity is obtained from the 
total fluid velocity by apportioning the phase 
mobility via a finite element method. The integral 
appearing in (16) allows the use of as much func
tional information on the interb10ck coefficients as 
is available via a proper choice of quadrature rule. 
If, as in the present situation, these terms are 
only known as constants on each grid block, then 
these tenns can be pulled out of the local integrals 
of the finite element method as constants. Care 
must be taken when some relative phase permeabi1i
ties are zero in inverting the matrix to solve (16). 

The pressures are considered as piecewise con
stant functions on the grid blocks in (14). The 
finite element spaces for velocities are also 
defined locally on each grid block. The x-component 
of the velocities are the tensor product of continu
ous piecewise linear functions in x and constant 
functions in y while the y-component of the veloci
ties are tensor products of constant functions of x 
and continuous piecewise linear functions of y. On 
a rectangular computational grid, the usual no-flow 
bound~ry conditions are enforced by specifying zero 
functlona1 boundary conditions on sides with 
x = constant for the x-component of the velocity and 
zero boundary conditions on sides with y = constant 
for the y-component of the velocity. 

For a more detailed description of these func
tion spaces, see References 13 and 14. The matrices 
arising from using these spaces in (15) are tridiag
onal matrices for the two-dimensional problems con
sidered in this paper and are thus very easy to 
invert. For theoretical convergence results for the 
use of mixed finite element methods in a first-con
tact miscibility setting, see References 15 and 16. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

In this section, we compare the computational 
results for two problems using the finite difference 
method with upstream weighting and with mixed method 
velocities .. Gas was injected in both problems into 
a three-component oil with an initial composition of 
44% methane, 12% butane, and 44% decane. The reser
voir was initially at 1880 psi and 160°F with a 
porosity of 15% and a permeability of 100 md. The 
bubble point pressure of the in-place fluid was 1854 
psi and the water saturation was set to its irreduc
ible value of 22%. The problem was configured as a 
one quarter, five spot with a constant production 
rate of 22,500 1bmoles/day and a constant injection 
rate of 25,000 lbmoles/day. 

. The composition of the injection gas in the 
flrst problem was 100% methane which rapidly raised 
the

o

bubb1e-point pressure and created an expanding 
reglon of two phase flow. Due to the pressures 
generated in this problem and the phase behavior of 
the methane-butane-decane system, multiple contact 

3 
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miscibility can not be achieved [17]. Hydrocarbon 
recovery was due to an immiscible gas displacement. 

We produce comparisons between upstream weight
ing and finite element weighting for this problem at 
25 days, 75 days, and 125 days. Our results show 
how the gas interface travels across the reservoir 
in time and fingers into the production well. At 25 
days we can see that the gas saturation profile was 
clearly more diffuse for the finite difference case. 
Figure 1 also indicates that although the edge of 
the two phase region (approximated by the 0.05 satu
ration contour) for the two methods appeared to be 
essentially the same, the contour lines for the 
finite element case are closer together, illustrat
ing a more nearly frontal behavior. The 0.45 satu
ration contour lines produced by the two methods are 
drastically different. Since the finite element 
method does not disperse the fluid as rapidly as 
with upstream weighting, methane builds up behind 
the front, and thus the 0.45 5g contour has moved 
much farther into the domain than with finite 
differences. Figure 2 presents the methane composi
tion profile across the diagonal of the reservoir. 

The results shown in Figure 3 illustrate a 
similar but more exaggerated difference than those 
in Figure 1. We again see that the 0.45 contour 
extends much farther into the reservoir for the 
mixed method, and the front generated by the finite 
element weighting is much sharper. Figure 4 com
pares the computed methane profiles and shows the 
severe smearing of the front caused by upstream 
weighting. 

After 125 days the differences in the simula
tion results illustrated in Figure 5 are dramatic. 
The fingering flow into the well is very pronounced 
in the case of finite element weighting and notice
able only in the 0.2 Sg contour in the upstream 
weighted case. The leading tip of the 0.55 contour 
for the standard case has advanced about 20% of the 
distance from the injector to the producer, while 
the new weighting moves this tip about 70% of the 
diagonal distance. It can also be noted that the 
increased fingering in the finite element case con
centrates the methane along the diagonal flow path 
between the wells. Figures 2. 4, and 6 indicate 
that the methane mole fraction at the producer is 
lower for the finite element computations which 
account for the increased methane concentrations 
away from the well. 

The second problem is identical to the first 
problem except the composition of the injection gas 
is changed to 70% methane and 30% butane. This 
mixture composition enables the injection gas to 
become miscible with the in-place fluid via a multi
ple contact mechanism [17]. Our results show the 
usual phase transitions from a single phase liquid 
to a gas and oil mixture to a single phase miscible 
fluid as we move from the producer back to the 
injector. We again compared our discretization 
schemes for this problem and found that the location 
and propagation rates of both the miscible and two
phase regions and the saturation contours were all 
affected by the type of mobility weighting employed. 

In Figure 7 we note that, after 170 days the 
size of the miscible region (and thus its speed of 
propagation) was larger if finite element mobility 
weighting was used. As in the immiscible regime, 
with mixed method velocities the contour lines were 
also somewhat closer together, indicating a sharper 
gas front, and possessed a tendency to finger toward 
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the production well. The effect of grid orientation 
problems is also in evidence. We believe the oscil
lation of the 0.15 Sg contour is caused by these 
orientation difficulties which allow too much fluid 
to flow down the sides of the reservoir. This also 
allows gas to flow back toward the production well 
and causes non-physical curvature of the saturation 
contours. This problem is not apparent in the satu
ration profiles obtained with upstream mobility 
weighting. The increased sharpness of the gas front 
and the tendency, in the finite element case, to 
finger into the well are even more apparent at 265 
days as indicated by Figure 8. The 0.2 contour now 
exhibits the spatial oscillation caused by grid 
orientation and exasperated by the inability of our 
admittedly coarse grid (5 x 5) to resolve sharp 
interfaces. 

We also note comparisons of the speed of propa
gation of the miscible front for this problem. 80th 
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate that the mixed method 
computations move this front ahead of the front 
predicted by the upstream weighting. Additional 
computations show that the finite difference results 
require about 20-25 days to reach the location of 
the 0.78 contour produced by the finite element 
weighting at 170 days and well over 30 days to reach 
this contour at 265 days. This qualitatively agrees 
with Coats' predictions of the miscible front loca
tion with varying grid sizes [4]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The use of phase velocities, obtained via a 
mixed finite element formulation, in a finite dif
ference setting appears to possess potential for 
reservoir modelling. In limited test simulations 
for both immiscible and miscible flow regimes, the 
finite element weighting of mobilities produces 
sharper fluid interfaces and more marked fingering 
behavior than standard upstream weighting tech
niques. The finite element methods predict a more 
rapid advance of miscible fronts and different loca
tions of multiphase boundaries. 

Although numerical dispersion seems to be 
reduced by the use of finite element velocities, 
grid orientation problems are still present in our 
simulation results. 

As sharper interfaces are predicted, the coarse 
grid spacings used in many simulators may not be 
adequate to resolve the fronts. Capabilities for 
local, spatial refinement should become important 
for simulation of sharp interfaces in a field scale 
model. 

NOMENCLATURE 

a, b - parameters for Peng-Robinson 
equation of state 

A, 8 - parameters for Peng-Robinson 
equation of state 

fig' f io - fugacities, psi 

k - permeability of the reservoir, md 

kro ' krg , krw - relative permeabilities, 
dimensionless 

n - time level 
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N - number of hydrocarbon components 

P - total fluid pressure, psi 

qi' qw - mass flow rates at the wells, 
moles/ft 3 D 

So' Sg' Sw - saturations of oil, gas, and water, 
dimensionless 

t - time, days 

Vo' Vg, Vw - Darcy velocities for oil, gas, and 
water, ft/D 

VT - total fluid velocity, ft/D 

Xi' Yi' zi - mole fractions, dimensionless 

~t - time discretization level, days 

~x, ~y - spatial discretization level, ft 

a - overall hydrocarbon density, 
moles/ft 3 

AT - total fluid mobility, md/cp 

~o' ~g' ~w - phase viscosities, cp 

Po' Pg, P - densities of oil, gas, and water, 
w moles/ft3 

~ - porosity of the reservoir, 
dimens i on 1 ess 

x - test function for velocity equation 

n - spatial domain for the reservoir, 
ft2 

SI METRIC CONVERSION FACTORS 

cp X 1.0 E - 03 Pa • s 

ft3 X 2.831 E - 02 m3 

ft x 3.048 E 01 m 

md x 9.869 E 16 m2 

psi x 6.894 E + 00 kPa 

"F ("F - 32)/1.8 "C 
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